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Abstract 
A formula involving a difference of the products of four q-binomial coefficiems is shown to 
count pairs of nonintersecting lattice paths having a prescribed number of weighted turns. The 
weights are assigned to account for the location of the turns according to the major and lesser 
indices. The result, which is a q-analogue of a variant of the formula of Kreweras and Poupard, 
is proved bijectively; however, when q ~ 1 the bijection is defined inductively. 
1. Introduction 
In the coordinate plane consider lattice paths with positively directed vertical and 
horizontal unit steps. If  0 denotes a vertical step and 1 denotes a horizontal step, a 
0-1-sequence will determine a path since it will always be clear where a given path 
starts. In any path a consecutive 10 is a left-hand turn, and a consecutive 01 is a 
right-hand turn. Define the major (or greater) index and the lesser index of any path 
7r, where n = n lnz - - .nn  with nk E {0, 1}, by 
maj(n) = Zk .  Z[~k > nk+l], 
k 
less(n) = Zk .  Z[nk < nk+l], 
k 
where )~[A] = 1 if A is true and )~[A] = 0, otherwise. 
For nonnegative integers a,b,c ,d, i ,  and j satisfying a~<c and d<~b, let 
~U(a,b,c,d, i j) denote the set of pairs of nonintersecting lattice paths, (P, Q), where 
each left path P runs from (0, 1) to (a,b+ 1) and has i left-hand turns, and where 
each right path Q runs from (1,0) to (c+l ,d )  and has j right-hand turns. (As usual, 
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two paths are nonintersecting if they have no point in common. Fig. 1 shows a pair 
(P,Q) of nonintersecting lattice paths in ~U(4,5,6,5,2,3). The left-hand turns of P 
and the right-hand turns of Q are circled. There, maj(P) = 3 + 6 = 9 and less(Q) = 
3+5+9= 17.) 
We will consider a bijective proof of the following result, first when q = 1 and then 
in general, 
Z qrnaj(P)+less(Q) (P, Q)C. +'(a, b, c, d, i,j) 
=qi2+j2{[a I [b ]  [j] [j]_ [a+l] [ bs~J [~21] [d+l 
i+1 J  1 ' 
where [~] is the q-binomial coefficient (see [1]). 
In 1955, Narayana [8] recorded such a result when the numbers of turns is ignored 
and q = 1. Formula (1) is a q-analogue of a symmetric form of a distribution in four 
parameters formulated by Kreweras and Poupard [6,5] (see also [12]) for counting 
Catalan paths with a fixed number of valleys, certain long jumps and long landings. 
Sulanke [10, l l] related their distribution to counting dV'(a, b, c, d, i, j )  as given in for- 
mula (12) below. 
Here we will be counting a set of pairs of nonintersecting paths as the difference 
of a set of pairs of unrestricted paths less a set of pairs of intersecting paths. Hence, 
our proofs of ( l )  and (12) will rely on encoding the pairs of intersecting paths as 
quadruples of sequences that we are able to count. This encoding will use insertions, 
deletions, shifts and a bijection between Jff(a, b, a, b, i,j) and Jff(a, b, a, b,j, i). For or- 
dinary counting (i.e. q = 1) we use the 'rotational' bijection 
Ra, b,i,j : ~'(a,b,a,b, i , j )  ~+ JV(a,b,a,b,j, i),  (2) 
where each pair of paths in JV(a,b,a,b, i , j )  is rotated into a pair of paths in 
JV(a,b,a,b, j , i )  by an 180 ° rotation centered at ((a + 1)/2,(b + 1)/2). When 
q ¢ 1, however, this simple rotation does not preserve weight. We have yet to find an 
(a ,b+ 1) 
?_  . " (;+ 
A nonintersecting pair 
Fig. 1. 
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explicit weight-preserving bijection; as in Section 5, we can only define the bijection 
inductively. 
2. Narayana's result and the 'rotation method' 
Ignoring the number of turns on each path in this section, let ~¢ ~ ~¢(a,b,c,d) be the 
set of all pairs of lattice paths, (P,Q), where P runs from (0, 1) to (a ,b+l )  and Q runs 
from (1,0) to (c + l,d). Let ,U(a,b,c,d) be the set of pairs of nonintersecting paths 
in d .  To motivate our proof of formula (1), we introduce the 'rotation method' while 
proving a result due essentially to Narayana [8], which he recorded in an equivalent 
form fo ra=c andb=d:  
, j f " (a ,b ,c ,d) ,=(a+ab)(C+cd) - (a+b)(c+d)  
\a -1 ] \c+l J "  (3) 
Proof of (3). Let J denote the set of all intersecting pairs in ~.  We will use 
IXI = I~1-  IJI = Ld l -  IJl, (4) 
where J is a bijective image of J that we can count. Specifically, ~,¢ will be the set 
of all pairs of lattice paths, (P',Q~), where P' runs from (1,0) to (a,b + 1) and Q' 
runs from (0,1) to (c + 1,d). 
For each (P, Q) E J ,  let (~, fl) denote the first point of intersection of P and Q. 
(1) Let P1 be the initial subpath of P running from (0, 1) to (~ - 1,/3). 
(2) Let P2 be the final subpath of P running from (~,/3) to (a,b + 1). 
(3) Let QI be the initial subpath of Q running from (1,0) to (c¢,/3- 1). 
(4) Let Q2 be the final subpath of Q running from (c¢,fl) to (c + 1,d). 
(AWe have yet to mention the steps immediately preceding (c¢,/3).) 
Let (QI,P1) be the image of (Pl, QI ) under the 180 ° rotation centered at (ot/2,/3/2). 
A A 
PLOP2 runs from (1,0) to (a,b+ 1), and QI1Q2 runs from (0,1) to (c+ 1,d). Thus, 
we have a bijection F : J ~ J where 
A 
F((P, Q)) = (PLOP2, QI 1Q2), 
and this shows (4). Since there are  (a+b)(C+cd ) ways to choose a (P, Q) in d and there 
are ~a-lJ(a+b](c+d]tc+lJ ways to choose a (p,,Qt) in J ,  result (3) follows. [] 
We remark that this proof is a modification of the well-known 'interchanging' method 
of Gessel and Viennot [3] (see [9, Section 1] or [4, Section 2.2]) for counting dis- 
joint paths. However, in contrast o their method, here P and Q are required to start 
A 
within one unit of (0,0), and the pair (PIOP2, Q11Q2) preserves, in essence, the 'turn 
information' of (P, Q). 
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(o, 1), 
• • • • • . Op2 ° ~ • 
P1 1 I •Qzo 
"~ • 0 I ~ • • • • 
(Pl 1/°2, Q1002 ) E J 
) 
(0, 1), 
Fig. 2. 
• • • • * • •P2°  ~ • 
o . r . 
l _ | o~2o 
>li : : : [ 
. . . .  
(170) ~ [ : ~ . . . . .  
(710P2, 011Q2) C J 
Fig. 2 illustrates the bijection F : J ~ J .  
3.  Notat ion  
In the remainder of the paper, except when noted, a, b, c, d, i, and j are fixed integers 
satisfying 0 < i ~< a~< c and 0 < j ~< d ~< b. The cases for i = 0 or j = 0 are handled 
separately. 
Let d (-= ~¢(a,b,c,d, i , j ) )  denote the set of all pairs of paths, (P,Q), where 
P runs from (0, 1) to (a, b+ 1) and has i left-hand turns, and where Q runs from 
(1,0) to (c+l ,d )  and has j right-hand turns. For any (P,Q) E d ,  let the sequence 
(x l ,y l )  .... ,(xi, yi) denote the left-hand tums of P, and let the sequence 
(ul ,v l )  . . . .  ,(uj, vj) denote the right-hand turns of Q. These sequences of turns com- 
pletely specify (P,Q), and conversely. Henceforth, (P,Q) and (X, Y, U, V) will both 
denote the same pair of paths in z¢, where 
X=(X1,X2 , . . . ,X i ) ,  Y=(Y l ,y2  ... .  , Yi), (5) 
U=(u l ,u2 , . . . ,u j )  , V=(V l ,V  2 . . . . .  vj), (6) 
l<~xl < x2 < .. .  < xi<~a, l<~yl < Y2 < "'" < y~<~b, (7) 
l <~ ul < u2 < . ' .  < uj ~ c, l <<. vl < v2 < "'" < vj <~ d. (8) 
In the example in Fig. 1 we have X = (1,3), Y = (3,4), U = (2,3,5), V = (2,3,5). 
If J denotes the set of pairs of intersectin9 lattice paths in d ,  then 
J = {(X ,Y ,U ,V)  C ~ :xh>-vk and yh~vk for some h and k}. (9) 
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Let cK denote the set of all quadruples, (X', Y', U', V/), of finite sequences of the 
form (empty sequences are allowed) 
X'  ~-- (X/1 . Xt2 . . . .  , X:, X:+ 1 ), 
v '  = (.',. 
which satisfy 
l~<x'j <x~ <- . .  <x~+ l~<a+l ,  
' ' ~<c-1,  l ~<u'] < u 2 < "'" < u j_  1 
Y' = (Y/1, ff2,. . ., Y~-~ ),
V' (v'l ' ' '  = /)2, " • • , ,Dj, Uj-~I)' 
l~<y~l < y; < ... < y;_, ~<b- l, (10) 
l<~v~l <vl <.. .<v~+,<~d+l.  ( l l )  
4. An encoding 
Here we give a bijective proof for 
b -1  c -1  d+l  
]Y(a,b,c,d,i,j)[ = (~) (bi) (~) (~') - \ i+ l  )(a+l'~ ( i -1 ) ( j - l ) ( j+ l )  "(12) 
Since Y(a,b,c,d,i, j) = d - J ,  and since, by elementary counting, I~¢t and I~el 
are, respectively, the first term and second term of formula (12), we now complete the 
proof of (12) by exhibiting a bijection F : J +--, cg. 
First, we consider the cases corresponding to i=0 or j=0 .  Formula (12) is clearly 
valid when i= j=0.  If j=0 ,  0 < i<~a, and 0 < i<~b (and similarly, for i=0,  0 < 
j<<.c, and 0 < j<~d), the notation of(5) and (7) is meaningful and Is#(a,b,c,d,i,O)) =
a b (,) (~). Since Y(a,b,c,d,i,O)= sg(a,b,c,d,i,O), formula (12) follows in this case. 
Assume 0 < i and 0 < j. For an arbitrary (X,Y,U, V) E ~, define I to be the 
least h and J to be the least k, such that xh>>.uk and yh<~Vk. Put (~,fl) = (uj, yj); 
thus, (c~,/~) is the first point of intersection of the pair of paths (X, Y, U, V). (See Fig. 2 
where I = 4, J = 2; there we circled the left-hand turns of P and the right-hand 
turns of Q.) Let N denote the set of natural numbers with N ° being the singleton set 
containing the empty sequence. 
To complete the proof of (12), we will show that the following map, adjusted 
so that c~ is its image, yields the desired bijection by exhibiting its inverse. Define 
r :,~7 ___+ N i+ 1 X ~ i - - I  )< Nj--I X N j+ l  so  that 
r((x, r, u, v) ) = (x', r', u', v') 
satisfies 
X t : (971 . . . . .  ~?t-1, c~, x l+ l ,  
Y' : ()31, " " ,  Y l - - l '  Yl+l--1, ..., 
U' ---- (t}l . . . . .  fiJ-1, uj+l- 1 . . . .  , 
V! : (51,  - ' . ,  /~J--I, ~,  / ) j ' -~ l ,  
.... xi+ 1), 
Yi- 1), 
uj-1), 
.... v j+l) ,  
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where 
2k = ~ -x l -k  
tJk = ~ - uj -k 
e k =~- -V J - -  k 
Notice that 
referred to 
i f l~<k <I ,  
if l~<k <I ,  
if l~k  <d,  
if l~<k <d.  
these last four formulas correspond precisely to the rotation R~_ I, t~- t, t -  t . J -  t 
in (2). 
Lemma 1. F maps o¢ into ~. 
Proof. The inequalities of (10) and (11) can be routinely checked for F(X, Y, U, V), 
particularly in light of the role of R~_ l, #- 1,t- l, J -  1 within F. [] 
We now propose a candidate for the inverse of F : J ~ ~. For an arbitrary 
(X ~, y~, U t, Vt)E cg, put y[ = b and u~. = c; and define I t to be the least h and J~ to 
be the least k such that x~h<~u~ and y~>>.v~. Since x~<~a<~c = u} and y~ = b>~d>~v~., 
such integers I f and J '  exist. Put (~ ' , f l ' )=  (x~,, v),). 
Define A : c~ ~ ~i x [~d i x [~J x ~J so that A((X ~, y1, U', V')) = (X, Y, U, V), where 
X = (~1 . . . .  , X ' t l , - l ,  x~,+,-1 . . . . . . . . .  x~+l-1),  
Y = ( J ,  . . . . .  Y~,-1, fl', y~,+l ,  . . . ,  y~_ l+ l ) ,  
v = . . . .  , G , - , ,  ¢ ,  . . . ,  u5_ ,+ l ) ,  
V = (~3 . . . .  , v3j, ,, vS,+,_ l ,  . . . . . . . .  VS+l_ l )  ' 
with 
x~k=~' -x~,_  k if 1-G<k<I ' ,  
A 
y~ fl' , = -Y l ' - k  if l~<k<I ' ,  
~k=~' - -u ) , -k  i f l~<k<d' ,  
"ffk=fl'--VS,_k if l~<k < J ' .  
Lemma 2. A maps ~ into J .  
Proof. The inequalities of (7) and (8) can easily be checked to show that A(C~) C ~¢. 
' =8 '  To see that A(c~)C d ,  observe that xl, = xi,+t = = uj, and Y1' = 
v), ~<v),+l - 1 = vj,; and then recall (9). [] 
Lemma 3. A : ~ ~ J is the inverse of  F • J ~ ~g . 
Proof. First examine A o F : J --* J .  For any (X, Y, U, V) C J ,  let (X', Y', U', V') = 
F((X, Y, U, V)). Using their previous definitions, we claim that ( I , J )  = ( I ' , J ' )  and 
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(ct, fl) = (a',f l ') .  Any  (h ,k)  satisfying 0 < h < I and 0 < k < J must satisfy 
t I yl Xl-h < u j -k  or YI-h > VJ-k. Thus, x h = a--Xz_h > a - -  UJ-S = U s or h = 
f l  - -  Yl-h < fi -- Vj-k = V~. This implies that ( l ' , J ' )  must satisfy I <~I' and J <<.J'. 
/ 
On the other hand, x I = ~ = u j~u j+,  - 1 = u 5 and y~ = Y,+I - l~>y, = fl =- v 5, 
which implies I '  ~<I and d'  ~<J. ~ = x~ = x~, = c~', and fl = v~, = v), = fl'. Now, since 
( I ,d)  = ( I ' ,d  t) and (c~,fl) = (e',f l ' ) ,  a routine computation using the definitions of F 
and A shows that A(F(X,  Y, U, V))  = (X, K U, V). 
Next we examine F o A :~ -~ c6. Put (X ,Y ,U ,V)  = A((X~,Yt,  Ut, W) ) ,  for 
(X' ,  yt, U', V t) E ~'. By Lemma 2, (X,Y,U,  V) E J .  Thus defining I ,d, I ' ,  and j t  
as before, we claim that ( I t , j  t) =- ( I , J )  and (~t, flt)___ (~,fl). Any (h ,k)  satisfying 
h < I t and k < j t  must satisfy x I,t -h > uj,t -k or Yl,t -h < v},_S, and thus, Xh = 
:t' -- x~, h < ~' -- u~j,_S = ut~ or Yh = fl' -- Y~'-h > fi' -- V~J'-k = VS. This yields 
I'<~1 and j t~ I .  On the other hand, xt, = x},+l - l>~x}, = ct  = uj, and yl, = fit = 
vtj, <~v~j,+l - 1 = vj,; this condition implies I <...I t and j ~ j t .  o~ =- uj = uj, = ~t, 
and fl = y j  = v j, = fit. A routine check of the definitions of F and A shows that 
F(A(X  t, rt, U t, Vt))  = (X' ,  yt, U t, Vt). [] 
5. Counting with respect to weighted turns 
For any (P, Q) = (X, Y, U, V) E d (a ,  b, e, d, i , j ) ,  ma j (P )  sums the number of  steps 
to each left-hand turns on P and less(Q) sums the number of steps to each right-hand 
turns on Q. Alternatively, 
maj (P )  + i=  (xl + Yl)  +""  + (xi + Yi), 
less(Q) +j  = (Ul + vl ) + . . .  + (uj + vj), 
where the terms i and j appear since P starts at (0, 1) and Q starts at (1,0). 
For any subset S of  integers, define the weight o f  S to be 
w(S)  = qllSll where I IsII = sk. 
Sk ES 
For any pair (X, Y) and any quadruple (X, K U, V) of  integer sequences, put 
w(X, Y) = w(X)w(Y)  and w(X, Y, U, V)  = w(X)w(Y)w(U)w(V) .  
Define the generating function of a set 5 P, on which this weight is defined, by 
a(~) = ~ w(S). 
SES 
Eqs. (13) and (14) show that, for any ~Cd,  
G(~]) = ~ qmaj(P)+i+less(Q)+j. 
(P, Q)E.?d 
(13) 
(14) 
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On the other hand, we have 
Lemma 4. 
G('~)=qi2+i+j:+J [~] [~] [~] [~] • 
Lemma 5. 
qfl+i+j2+j+2 L[ a+ 1 b- 1 G(~) 
Proof of Lemmas 4 and 5. Let Pk(n) denote the collection of k-element subsets of 
{1,2 . . . . .  n}. 
I y, i G(C~) = E qllX Ilqll IlqllU rlqllV'll 
(X', V', U', V')E~ 
= G(Pi+l(a + 1))G(Pi-l(b- 1))G(Pj_l(C- 1))G(Pj+I(d + 1)). 
It is not difficult to show (see [1, Ch. 3]) that 
G(P~(n))= q(k~') [k ] , 
whence Lemma 5 follows. Lemma 4 is proved in the same fashion. [] 
Proof of formula (1). In this proof we will give a procedure similar to the encoding 
F of Section 4. Unfortunately, now we do not know an explicit formula for a weight- 
preserving bijection Y(a,b,a,b,i,j) *-~ ~(a,b,a,b,j,i); hence, we will establish its 
definition recursively. 
We can establish the case for i = 0 or j = 0 in a manner analogous to that used in 
the previous ection. Our proof of (1) for 0 < i ~< a and 0 < j ~< d is by induction on 
a + d. It is easily checked that ( l )  holds for a + d = 2. 
Our induction hypothesis i  that formula (1) is valid for all values of a + d when 
0 ~<a, 0 ~<d, and a + d < n for some integer n,n > 2. Before proving the case for 
a + d = n > 2, we will establish a specific weight-preserving bijection, for a + b < n, 
Rq, a,b,i,j : JV'(a,b,a,b,i,j) ~-+ Y(a,b,a,b,j,i), (15) 
Since, by simple arithmetic, 
a+l  b -1  a -1  [b+l  
/+,1[; 1][J,l ] 
(1--qa+')(l~qa)(1--qb+l)(1--qb) [:-~] [b-1 ] [a 1] [b 1 ] ,1 q.1,,1 
a+l [b+l j+,] [ a-' - i-,l ] L i+ l  ' 
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the induction hypothesis, with a = e and b = d, implies 
G(.M(a, b, a, b, i, j ) )  = G(./V(a, b, a, b, j, i)). (16) 
Put ,U(a,b,i, j;m) = {(X, Y, U, V) E ,U(a,b,a,b,i,j) : w((X, Y, U, V)) = qm}. Upon 
comparing coefficients of qm in (16), for any m, 
13"(a, b, i,j; m)[ = I.*:(a, b,j, i; m)[. 
This equicardinality allows us to construct a specific bijection 
Rq, a, b,i,j, m : .U(a, b, i,j; m) ~-~ oil'(a, b,j, i; m), 
which, to be specific, preserves lexicographie order, where X(a,b, i , j ;m) and 
~4:(a,b,j,i;m) are ordered lexicographically according to the quadruple notation of 
(X, Y, U, V). Finally, define Rq, a,b,i, j of (15) to be the union of these Rq, a,b,i,j,m'S. 
Now turn to the case a +d = n > 2. Since 
Z qmaj(P)+i+less(Q)+j = G(~¢:(a, b, c, d, i,j)) 
(P, Q)E. * 
= 6(~)  - 6 ( .¢ ) ,  
and since Lemmas 4 and 5 hold, it suffices to establish a bijection 
F q " ~ ~-+ cg, 
such that 
qZw((X, Y, V, U)) = W(Fq((X, Y, U, V))), (17) 
where the factor q2 corresponds to the same factor in G(Cg) given in Lemma 5. Using 
the notation associated with the bijection F : J ~ ~ of the previous section, we define 
this new bijection so that Fq((X, Y, U, V)) = (X', Y', U', V') where 
with 
X'  = (Yl . . . .  , ~Ti- I ,  ~, 
Y' = 051, ', -Vl-l, Yl+l--1, 
Ut = (/~1, ., /~J-I, U j+ l -1 ,  
v '  = (~,  . ,  ~ j _ l ,  /3, 
xr+l  . . . . .  x i+ l ) ,  
. . . .  y i -  1), 
. . . .  u j -1 ) ,  
F j÷ I  . . . . .  V /+I ) ,  
((~1 . . . . .  FO-l ) , (6 l , . . . ,6 j -1 ) , ( ;~  . . . . .  ;1 - ,  ) , (#l  . . . . .  #t - l ) )  
= Rq,~- l , f l - l , l - l , J - I ( (X l  . . . . .  X+-l), (y l , . . . ,  Yt- I) ,  
(u l , . . . ,u j - l ) , (v l  . . . . .  v j - i  )). 
Here, Rq,~- l , [~- I , l - l , J - I  is a specific weight-preserving bijection of (15) guaranteed 
by the induction hypothesis ince (~-  1 )+ ( /3 -  1 )<~(a-  1 )+ (d -  1) < n. Proofs 
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very similar to those of Section 4 show that Fq is indeed bijective. A simple check in 
the definition of Fq shows it to satisfy the weight property (17). [] 
Finally, we mention two corollaries of formula (1). First, if we sum the right- 
hand side of (1) with respect o i and j, we obtain a q-analogue of Narayana's result, 
Eq. (3), as studied by Fiirlinger and Hotbauer [2]. 
Secondly, if we put a -- c = d -- j = n ~< b in Eq. (1), the right paths are completely 
constrained to form, essentially, a diagonal boundary. The resulting formula counts 
superdiagonal paths from (0, 1) to (a, b + 1) with i valleys (i.e., left-hand turns). An 
equivalent q-ballot number was given by MacMahon [7, p. 1429; 2, Section 4]. 
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